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Title: NASCAR '15 Chevrolet Pack 1
Genre: Racing
Developer:
Eutechnyx
Publisher:
Dusenberry Martin Racing
Release Date: 4 Jul, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: AMD Athlon 64 X2 6000 (2*3000 MHz)

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 8800 GT

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 7 GB available space

English
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I want me game back. If you like the look of the videos do yourself a favor and buy this immediately. I have played for the last
2 hours straight and have loved every moment. This is superbly well done. It's simplistic fun at a great price.. Adictive, simple
and good, controller recomended, and go to options and make that guy shut up :D. Take control of a miniture Titan, purging
mutant warp spawned llamas in the name of our glorius Emperor of Mankind. This twin stick shooter has everything a
Warhammer 40k fan could ask for... Bolters, Flamers, Kraken missles, even Helfrost weaponry... it's so rare to see that in a 40k
game though.

Though it's not too high on content, it is VERY fun, and that is enough.. Another update with no info on what it is.... This is very
fun game and it has extremly good asthetics (no pun intended) but only when you can play it. This is a online only game and
nobody is playing it. The only chance you have to play is with a friend or know somone else who plays this game or practice
mode. Hopefully the creators will add a singleplayer mode.. Introducing the best way to quick kill bosses.
She is really just fun to play
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I do not reccomend the loco in it's current state, but read on for more information.

DTG have taken an IHH model and have done... something... to it. I imagine a quick texture upgrade to make it compatible with
the latest version of TS, but other than that it's a mystery to me. I wish DTG would've done better justice to the last steam loco
built by BR.

PROS:
-Good looking, supposedly modernised model, something DTG is getting good at.
-Inclusion of a single and double-chimney version, with BR1A and BR1D tenders. 16T mineral wagons and a brake van are also
included.
-Fun scenarios. I acutally enjoyed a little challenge in them.

CONS:
-Bad sounds. As usual, DTG fall short of making a two-cylinder, double chinmey beheamoth sound daunting. At high speeds it
sounds like a diesel engine running out of fuel, oil, and coolant, all at the same time. Exactly like the European Asset Black 5...
Oh wait....
-In-cab features need work. The ejector knobs have been modelled, but not animated and used. They just sit there in front of
your face in the cab with no purpose other than to look interesting and unimportant.
-I can't change the headcode from Fast Freight, whish isn't all bad I suppose, considering that's what the 9F was built for. But
when I'm pulling a railtour with Evening Star, I want an Express headcode up front.
-Reliance on 3rds parties to fix otherwise correctable issues. there, I said it.

SSS have a great sound pack that adds seperate sounds to both the single and double-chimey versions, along with some cool
smoke particle effects and a new "dynamic" trillable whistle to replace the standard, repeating, shrieking mess. Steam chest
simulation and accurate brakes, among other things are also included. If you're gonna get this mammoth, don't bother unless you
intend to get the SSS pack alongside it.

This is DTG's way to make a quick pound (or dollar, in my case) with a second-hand model, with no real attention paid to the
contents they spewed forth. Rescued from perdition by SSS, it's a great model for the extra money of a 3rd party enhancement.

Overall 65%, with SSS pack 80%
. Been following these devs for a while, they are dedicated. Still some bugs to work out, but overall this is an open world base
building game with a lot of potential.

The environments are impressive, just needs a bit more optimisation.. As of now I must give this game a down vote.

The games physics feel really weird and throwing objects doesnt feel natural.

The game overall doesnt feel finished and within the first few min of playing I discovered a bug with the candy bar which
makes it impossible to toss to the child.

Trying to quickly grab the knife and grab the apple doesnt work and 9 \/ 10 the knife wont even grab with the left hand.

This game still has hope in future updates but as of now is not worth buying.
. Played on hard, raft got glitched and fell through at night, swim to land, see 5 enemies running full speed at me, yell for friends
to help, 6 more enemies appear behind me, die as i hear cannibal screams and friendly laughs.
10\/10. This game is the best game for 20 cents!. Poland is space♥♥♥♥♥♥. First off:WOW! Stunning graphics and scenery!
Its like the Blue x1000. There's rock climbing, zip lining, HUGE dinos walking right by you, and some puzzles to figure out.
Not sure just how long it will take to go thru maps but so far its been very engaging. Price point is quite high which will limit
sales a bit(maybe wait for sale?) and graphics can cause frame rate drop even on my 1070ti. Still worth it tho. It will blow your
friends minds when they go in. Devs must have spent so many hours to create this amazing world. You will not regret this
purchase!

Update: graphics are pretty insane and your card will take a hit or two. I found if you try to race thru the maps it makes it worse.
Go slow, enjoy the scenes. Thats what this game is really about. Ending is pretty mind blowing!!! Puzzles can be a bit tough, you
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really have to listen to the tour guide. CC is good because I didnt always understand the accent.. Quite fun to create your own
aircrafts and cars, it's great for being creative and it is also great to test it out on a public game. I found it to be a very great
game for a while, you get bored after some time but it's still worth it.
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